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Coffeebean Universe

Selling the greatest
taste of coffee product 
from high land paradise
across the world
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We do not claim that our coffee have best
taste because we know that every coffee
around the world has their own taste. But
we believe that our coffee have high
quality and unique taste. 
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About Us
1

We collaborate with coffee farmers
and experter near Mount Ijen and
Mount Raung that planted at an
altitude of +/-1500 masl to sell our
unique taste of coffee around the
world. We start production from
picking coffee cherries that have
turned red. Then post-harvest
treatment is carried out carefully and
monitored by people who are
competent to produce green bean
coffee with a unique taste.
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2 Our
Commitment

We will continue to give the best serve to our
customers and investors all the time and
become  company that has  positive impact on
the surrounding environment, economy, social
and sustainable industry.
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To become a leading company that
produces coffee products with
integrity and able to give positive
impacts on the surrounding
environment, economy, social and
industry in a sustainable manner.
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Our Vision
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4
Our Missions

Increase local and global market share 
provide only high quality of coffee
product 
sustainability commitments across all
operating systems
collaborate with many surrounding
parties, especially coffee farmers and
local governments
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5
Our Customer 

We focus on supplying coffee roastery
businesses, traders, and food and/or
beverage companies that require large
capacity green beans coffee.
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6
Supplies 

Capacity for Industrial Supplies 
Green bean  : 36 tons per Month
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Catalog
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Arabica Java

Robusta Java

Characteristically slight herbs aroma with medium
consistency, medium acidity and balanced taste. Planted  
at the altitude 1000-1500 masl. Moisture content
maximum about 12%. Semi-wash, full-wash or Natural
post-harvest process.

Has a thick firm taste of bitter caffeine. Planted around
Mount Ijen & Raung. Moisture content maximum about
12%. Semi-wash, full wash, or Natural post-harvest
process.
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Luwak Coffee

Cascara 

fermented by chemical treatments into luwak's
stomach. The flavour mainly defined in terms of
earthy and musty with hints of caramel and
chocolate.

looks similar to loose leaf tea, but the cherry remnants
are slightly larger. It tastes somewhere between coffee
and tea. Although it comes from a coffee tree, it doesn’t
have the same taste as the coffee bean it grows with.
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Coffee Bean Universe

coffeebeanuniverse.id

marketing.ijennusantara@gmail.com

+6285156077857

https://coffeebeanuniverse.com/

Contact Us
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